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    Statement of Purpose 
 

We journey as a family toward: 
Spiritual growth 
Freedom in faith 
Celebration of diversity 
Commitment to action 
Devotion to each other,  
the community, 
and the Earth. 
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REPORT FROM THE MINISTER 
Submitted by Rev. Sean Parker Dennison 
 

Goals 
As your minister, my job is to lead, support, inspire, and work with you, 
the congregation, as you strive to live out the vision set forth in our 
Statement of Purpose.  I do this in a number of ways, some visible and 
many nearly invisible. Because the purpose of the congregation is both 
broad (covering every aspect of ministry) and aspirational (more than 
any one of us can hope to achieve in a single year,) the Board and I work 
together to develop annual goals we hope will help us make steady 
progress toward our larger purpose.  (You can find those goals in the 
Board’s report which follows this one.) 
 

In order to achieve our shared annual goals, I must select priorities for my time. This year, my 
priorities were: 
 

A. Listen, observe, and learn the congregation’s story—past, present, and future. 
B. Create, lead, and facilitate high-quality worship year-round.  
C. Help clarify and improve the governance of the congregation by working with the Board, 

Program Council, and staff to define responsibilities, accountability, and a clear decision-
making structure. 

D. Strengthen communication internally and externally. 
E. Take care of myself physically, emotionally, and spiritually so that I can lead from a place 

of wholeness and health. 

Accomplishments 
It has been a good year. I am constantly learning more about the congregation’s history, culture, and 
vision of the future. I find there is a common theme to many of the stories I hear: someone sees a need, 
tells others about it, and people respond. From the very beginning, this congregation has had a “can-do” 
culture, where things get done, most often for others.  What a great thing!  It will be a joyful challenge to 
keep that spirit alive and active as we also create systems that help us communicate that we are getting 
things done responsibly, effectively, and with healthy accountability.  My priorities around worship, 
governance, and communication are all related to this challenge.   
 

Our Sunday morning worship is the one time we have the whole (or at least, the majority of the) 
congregation together at one time.  That hour and fifteen minutes is precious, and I have been privileged 
to work with an excellent Worship Arts committee this year. We have shaped services that balance 
predictability/tradition and room for innovation.  The committee created a policy defining important 
elements of worship to guide services led by guests and lay people. We’ve experimented with 
announcements—trying to both provide a chance to communicate important information and provide a 
sense of sacred time and space for worship. And we’ve enjoyed creating and reflecting on worship 
together which I believe is the reason we’ve had such excellent services this year. 
Much of my time this year has been spent trying to clarify who is responsible for the tasks, responsibilities, 
and decisions that keep the congregation running smoothly.  I am happy with the progress we’ve been 
making, and especially with the increasing effectiveness of our Program Council. We get a lot done at each 
meeting and have built strong working relationships among leaders, as well as keeping everyone “on the 
same page” about the congregation. Coupled with ongoing conversations with the Board about how 
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decisions get made, we are making steady progress on defining roles, ensuring accountability, and making 
sure power/accountability/responsibility are connected. 
 

 I’m very proud of my work with the Communication/Technology team on two key projects: the new 
website we hope to launch this summer and a set of communication policies that should help make clear 
the purpose of each of our ways of communicating (Voice, Happenings, Order of Service, announcements, 
website, etc.)  The policies are also meant to help everyone use our means of communication more 
effectively. We have a talented Comm/Tech team and I think their work will act as a model for other areas 
of congregational life. 
 

As far as self-care, I have done well this year: taking time off to visit my new granddaughter, participating 
in a group centered on a daily photography practice, curating online content for the congregation and side 
projects, meeting regularly with colleagues, and attending to my diet and health. I will also take full 
advantage of my vacation and study leave from July 1 to August 17. 

Resources Needed 
With so much happening this year, a few things did not get the attention they deserved. In order to 
sustain the congregation’s progress, three areas of congregational life need development: 

 

1. Leadership Development 

In every congregation, there is a need for ongoing Leadership Development.  In a congregation 
with big dreams, this becomes even more vital.  I believe people want to jump in and help, even 
become leaders, but they need to feel like they understand the system as well as their particular 
role. Creating a path to leadership that teaches people about governance and ministry, how all the 
parts fit together, and key leadership skills and concepts needs to be an intentional priority.  The 
recent work of the Nominating Committee is a good step and needs ongoing communication and 
support. 

2. Stewardship and a Generous Culture 

There are practical improvements to be made in the pledge process, but one of the keys to a 
healthy, growing congregation is a deep and lived understanding of stewardship and generosity. 
Led by a commitment to a congregational vision and mission, leaders and members need to be 
comfortable talking about money and have a personal commitment to giving and generosity.    
The commitment to growth in this area must be intentional and unembarrassed—asking members 
to put their time, treasure, and talent to work so that the congregation can make the vision and 
mission a reality. This larger culture of joyful generosity will make the mechanics of the pledge 
process easier and less important over time. 

Love Will Guide Us, 

 

Rev. Sean  
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REPORT FROM THE BOARD 
Submitted by Carol Alfus, Secretary 

 
 

This year’s Board of Trustees was comprised of Kathe Lacey-Anderson, President; Kemberly Dailey-
Johnson, Vice President;  Carol Alfus, Secretary; Whit Sears, Treasurer; Gale Harris, Bob Jackson,  Annette 
Jasiota,  Andy Myers,  and Ron Relic. 

Goals 
At their August retreat with Rev. Sean, the Board adopted three goals to guide our work this year: 
 

 The Board will work towards an attitude of abundance, courage and appreciation. 

 The Board will lead the congregation in establishing a healthy relationship with the minister, 
the staff, and the lay leadership by defining responsibilities and expectations. 

 The Board will lead the process to embrace vision and mission for the future. 

Accomplishments 
 

A. “The Board will work towards an attitude of abundance, courage and appreciation” 

 Approved the Second Sunday offering to be given to local organizations whose work is 
in concert with our Purpose. 

 Thanked volunteers publicly at the worship service prior to our June congregational 
meeting.  

 

B. “The Board will lead the congregation in establishing a healthy relationship with the minister, 
the staff, and the lay leadership by defining responsibilities and expectations.” 

 Requested improved communications from committees. 

 Supported the development of the Program Council. 

 Adopted ministry circle model of organization (see diagram.) 

 Installed our new minister. 
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C. “The Board will lead the process to embrace vision and mission for the future.” 

 Hosted and participated in a “Purpose and Priorities” workshop with congregational 
services consultant, Rev. Ian Evison and Rev. Sean. 

 Reaffirmed our Statement of Purpose to guide the congregation’s work. 

 Proposed a new name and tagline for the congregation:  
 

Tree of Life—A Unitarian Universalist Congregation in McHenry, IL 
Rooted in Love—Reaching for Justice 

Resources Needed  
 Discretionary budget for the Board to fund programs and opportunities that are in 

keeping with our Statement of Purpose and arise between budget cycles. 

 Participatory, financial, emotional and spiritual support from the congregation to help 
make our shared vision a reality 

 Consistent written communication from church committees and programs about 
activities and decisions 

 Policies that clearly define procedures and expectations in how we communicate, 
worship and use our shared space. 

 

REPORT FROM THE PROGRAM COUNCIL 
Submitted by Kemberly Dailey-Johnson 

Goals 

 Move towards a Ministry Circles leadership model. 

 Review some of the church policies, cross reference to ensure 
the policies are consistent. 

Accomplishments 

 The Fundraising policy was reviewed and updated.   

Resources Needed 

 Continue to build on the Ministry Circle model.   

 The minister should better define what is wanted from the committee and take the role as 
chair to ensure his vision is met. 
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PROGRAM REPORTS 
 

The ministry of the congregation is made up of programs that are created and accomplished by 
our Circles—which themselves are made up of committees, task forces, teams, and other groups.  

 

Faith Formation Circle 
 

Report from the Director of Religious Education 
Submitted by Sam Jones, DRE 

 
This year we accomplished all that we set out to and then some.   

Accomplishments 
 We completed an entire fiscal year in our new location.  We 

arranged, rearranged and finally settled in the classrooms 
comfortably.   

 We adjusted to having a new settled minister and continue to build 
and strengthen an already harmonious relationship.  

 We started this church year with forty-seven registered students and 
currently have fifty-nine and there seems to be a steady stream of 
visitors.  

 We followed our traditional pillar structure curricula but also 
successfully introduced an online curriculum to one of our classrooms that was created and 
offered by the UUA, (Unitarian Universalist Association).   

 We also presented another UUA curriculum in the beginning of the year that took a close look at 
immigration issues and helped the students be more compassionately aware of the details and 
complications surrounding that issue.   

 Our Youth Group attended their first Youth Conference that was held at an area Unitarian 
Universalist church. During the Christmas holiday, a small group reached out to the Latino(a) 
community and made a meaningful connection which might turn out to become a yearly tradition.  

  The two Spirit Play classrooms, preschool through second grade, were combined to create a 
larger multi-age community as well as a better working space for the students.  

 Volunteer Teaching Teams were created to better facilitate coverage and create a more unified 
teaching approach which will better serve the needs of our students.   

 The church school year is expanding through the end of June, but instead of formal curricula, we 
will be offering varied activities each Sunday.   

 We also continue to try and create a culture shift with regards to the children in the sanctuary by 
encouraging family worship on the Sundays in which there is no church school or planned 
activities.   

 For the first time, we will be offering a two week summer camp for children from Kindergarten 
through 7th grade, with the older students acting as Junior Counselors under the leadership of our 
program coordinators.  This program will also be open to the community. 

Plans for Next Year 
 The Director, along with the Religious Education Committee made a commitment to further their 

own education regarding Unitarian Universalism, and best practices for the students and families 
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of our church community.  We will be seeking ways in which this can be accomplished.  We will 
strive towards strengthening our bond to work towards offering the highest quality religious 
education experience for all involved. 

 We plan to switch from the traditional “Pillar” structure curricula to a “Cycle” structure provided 
by the UUA.  This new curricula which is offered free of charge by the UUA will help to keep 
families aware of their students’ religious education topics  and hopefully increase their own 
knowledge along the way, strengthening a Unitarian Universalist connection with the family as a 
whole. Rather than copying or purchasing the curricula, teachers will be able to access weekly 
sessions online.  To facilitate online ability, a router was  installed downstairs which will enable the 
teachers to have better internet access to their particular curriculum.    

Resources Needed 
 To sustain a high quality level of religious education programming, this next fiscal year, we need a 

budget that does not dip below our current level.   

 We also need volunteers who are committed to the students and our programs.   

 We want to point out the fact that we are growing, and if we continue at the current rate, there 
will be a need to re-evaluate our classroom space, when such time comes, it will be helpful to 
have flexibility, support  and solutions from the leaders and congregants of our church. 

 

Report from the Religious Education Committee 
Submitted by Heather Madaus 

Goals  
 Organize/learn to live and teach in our space 

 Promote a welcoming atmosphere for all children and youth both 
in our classrooms and in our congregation/worship 

 Create a schedule for exterior programs (programs that do NOT 
occur during Sunday School.  Ie- OWL, COA, Joyful Journey) 

 Consistent teaching in our classrooms 

 Relevant curriculum for all students  

Accomplishments 
 Merging of Spirit Play classrooms to use space better 

 External program schedule complete 

 Transition to team teaching model 

 Transition to UUA curriculum (will be complete in 2013-2014) 

 Sharing of RE focus with congregation 

Resources Needed 
 Money (we can sustain on our current budget) 

 Volunteers committed to team teaching model 

 Energy, love, and appreciation 

 Solid teaching teams 

 A larger RE Committee (6-8 consistent members we can count on) 

 Feedback from Program Council on setting term limits for committee membership in order to 
move congregants through multiple committees 
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Next year’s goals 
 Strong team teaching implementation 

 UUA curriculum implemented 100% 

 Work on curriculum cycles (love cycle, tool cycle, UU identity cycle, Building Bridges?) 

 Young Our Whole Lives (OWL) comprehensive sexuality education program 

 Introduction of a book discussion group for families 
 

 

Community and Care Circle 
 

Membership Development Committee 
Submitted by Marc Stettner 

Goals 
 Make Visitors feel more welcome 

 Create a picture directory 

 Update the orientation workshops 

 Member to Member Announcements 

 Visitor table and display area 

Accomplishments 
 Introduced visitor aides at worship 

 Created new orientation Packets 

 We had seven new members join in December and six in April 

 Held 4 Orientation workshops, 3 new member ceremonies (planned) 

 Created Committee person contact sheet 

 Created picture directory for the congregation 

Resources Needed 
 Support from other committees to get new people involved in the congregation 

 Need support from the worship committee to help people make connections  (e.g. light 
chalice, greet your neighbor, announcements, etc) 

 Continued financial support 

 Time commitment from committee members 

 Continued support from volunteer Sunday Greeters 
 

 
Community Care Committee (formerly the Member Care Committee) 

Submitted by Sue Resnik 

 
The Community Care Committee is made up of the following members: Bob and 
Ann Tirk, Dian Robbins, Karen Meyer, Whit Sears and Sue Resnik (chair.) 

Goals 
To develop, implement and monitor a process of communication and service 
that will facilitate our church community—members, friends and even visitors—
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caring  for each other in times of need and sharing the joyful milestones of their lives. 

Accomplishments 

 Since March 1 (when Sue Resnick became chair) over sixteen units of service were provided to 
eleven church community members: 6 cards, 1 meal and 6 visits, 2 phone calls, 1 
transportation arrangement, all facilitated by a committee member contacting one of our 
Helpers, which number 55 this year. 

 Since the congregation’s move to McHenry, the Committee has worked with members in need 
of transportation to church services. 

 Bob Tirk has put together a schedule of at least 2 members per week to visit Elizabeth 
Dimond. 

Resources Needed 
The Committee could use 2-3 new members and as many Helpers as would volunteer. Because almost 
anyone can mail a card or make a call, it would be nice to have almost every church member and friend 
involved, as well as visitors, if theyʼre so inclined. 
 
It would also be desirable to expand our transportation support for the community who need rides to 
various church events, in addition to services. 
A database will be created to keep track of services and to avoid overburdening Helpers. 

 

Stewardship Circle 
 

Stewardship Committee 
Submitted by Dave Ayres 

Goals and Accomplishments 
During the current fiscal year, the Stewardship Committee had the 
following goals and achievements: 
 
Goal: Conduct two fundraisers, the Hoedown and Amy Beth & Friends 
Sing-a-long.  No quantitative goals were set for either event. 
 
Achievement: The Hoedown was a complete success with a good 
turnout of participants, a small amount of money raised, and much fun 
was had by all.  The Amy Beth & Friends Sing-a-long is considered to be a non- success.  The turnout was 
disappointing, very little money was raised, and feedback was somewhat negative regarding the quality of 
performance. 
 
Goal: Conduct a Pledge Campaign with kickoff dinner. 
 
Achievement: The campaign was conducted in February, as planned.  The campaign is essentially over, and 
is considered to be a success, though the final pledge numbers are not yet known. 
 
Goal: Grow the Shopping Card program.  In September, 2012, the Stewardship Committee officially took 
over the program. 
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Achievement: Shopping Cards have been available each Sunday following the worship service.  Although 
there are no concrete data available for comparison, we believe there has been growth in the revenue 
from the sale of Shopping Cards since September. 
 
Goal: Write an article about Stewardship for each issue of The Voice. 
 
Achievement: An article was submitted for each issue of The Voice, except for the March and April issues. 

Resources Needed 
Since much of our work involves communicating with individual members and friends of the congregation, 
it is essential that we have available to us an accurate and current membership list.  Without that, we have 
a difficult task of identifying current and active members to whom we send communications.  Also, if we 
contact someone we believe to be a member and it turns out they are not a member or asked to be 
removed from the membership list and were not removed, we look foolish and the person contacted 
expresses some degree of anger.  Similar results occur if we don’t communicate with a person who is, 
indeed, an active member. 
 

Finally, we need a member-friendly statement that accurately shows each members pledge payment 
status.  Currently, we are using a business-type format that does not serve our best interests.  In some 
cases, the statement suggests a member is in arrears in making pledge payments, when, in fact, they are 
current, or, in some cases, fully paid up. 

 

Financial Reports  
Summary of reports by Whit Sears to the Board of Trustees 

 
At the time of this report, we have complete records for ten months of the 
twelve-month fiscal year. (July 1 – April 30.) A complete year-to-date 
financial statement is available to all members. 
 
Receipts of pledged income show a significant shortfall, $13,380 less than 
was promised. Pledge statements were sent in early May to remind people 
to bring their pledges current and we hope this will result in a number closer 
to what was budgeted. 
 
Unpledged income is significantly higher than was budgeted (due to pledge 

payments from 2011-12 that were completed this year.) That leaves us with a year-to-date total income 
slightly higher than budgeted.  At this time, our spending is also slightly below what was budgeted, leaving 
us with a small surplus.  
 

One significant improvement in our system this year is the ability to collect pledge payments by credit 
card. The company we use does take a small fee, (<2%) but the convenience is worth the cost. Several of 
our large donors prefer to pay using credit cards, so having this option available has become increasingly 
important.  
 

We continue to work to improve our system and make it more professional. Clarifying processes, 
procedures, roles, responsibilities, and policy is an ongoing goal of the administration and the board. This 
year has brought many improvements, but we know we still have work to do. 
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Building and Grounds and Facility Transition Committees 
Submitted by Randy Meyer 

 

Goals 

 Maintain, troubleshoot and improve the physical building and property 

 Develop structure for B&G Committee 

 Maintain vision for future building renovations 

Accomplishments 
 Hosted fall clean-up work party 

 Got equipment operational (e.g., kitchen dishwasher and ovens) 

 Created and kept current a task chart, identifying projects needed to be 
done and when completed  

 Kept current on all required city/county inspections 

 Identified and handled major (HVAC) and minor (too many to list) repairs, 
along with general maintenance of the building  

 Improved landscaping -- planted new trees outside sanctuary, flower beds 
improved, fountain and front door created and installed 

 Kept the architect apprised of congregational progress in working towards 
a capital campaign 

Resources Needed 
 Volunteers with special skills (e.g., electrician, plumber) or general handy-

person type skills  

 Funds to make physical improvements until renovations have been 
identified and funded 

 One or more persons to act as kitchen safe food handler, in anticipation of 
applying for commercial kitchen license in the coming year 
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Social Responsibility Circle 

 
 

Social Justice Committee 
Submitted by Patrick Murfin 

Goals 

 To support and assist the congregation in the pursuit of Social Justice. 

 To educate the congregations about social justice issues which impact 
the greater community. 

 To promote social action respectful of diversity of views within our 
congregation. 

 To keep the congregation aware of social justice initiatives promoted 
by the UUA. 

Accomplishments 

 Service and mission—providing and supporting social services to the community. 
o Volunteers for Garden Quarter Apartments 
o Public Action to Deliver Shelter (PADS) and PADS day time drop in 
o Woodstock Area Community Ministry—WACM 
o Second Sunday collections and partnerships 
o Compassion for Campers 

 Education 
o Doctrine of Discovery pot luck following church 
o Life at Stateville Prison program co-sponsored with Jail Brakers 
o Two Who Dared film showing 
o Issue information at after worship tables 
o Communications in the Voice, Happenings, and via social media. 

 Advocacy and Action—Living our faith commitments in the community 
o Women’s reproductive rights and health care lobbying 
o Marriage Equality lobbying and public witness 
o Gun violence 
o Immigration reform 

Our Approach—semi-independent subcommittees, Task Forces, and volunteer working groups 
reporting to and coordinated by the Committee as a whole: 

 Compassion for Campers 

 Garden Quarter volunteers 

 PADS & WACM volunteers 

 Women’s Reproductive Rights Sub Committee 

 Marriage Equality Task Force 

 Gun Violence Task Force 

 Immigration Reform Task Force 
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Goals for Next year 

 More internal and external education programs—Gun Violence and Immigration issues will be 
presented in multiple platforms. 

 Integrate support for important social service and mission into the church budget starting with a 
line item commitment to PADS, WACM or deep other deep commitment. 

Resources Needed 

 Integrated social service support in budget 

 More volunteers including those willing to make short term commitments or work on specific 
issues or service projects. 

 Time in the Church Worship schedule in the coming year for a major service on Immigration 
leading to a Congregational vote in support of comprehensive immigration reform as put forth in 
the upcoming UUA Statement of Conscience.  

 
Worship and Welcome Circle 

 

Worship Arts Committee 
Submitted by Carol Alfus 

Goals 
 Creating engaging, diverse, interesting worship  

 Stronger leadership for our ushers  

Accomplishments 

 Services have been diverse; feedback has been that services were 
meaningful, engaging, fulfilling, and interesting 

 Contributing to the above, Sean’s themes, and the strongly 
established role of the worship associates who are taking more 
ownership of their portions of the services. 

 Sean ran an usher workshop in the fall, and Judy Rudolph has recruited 12 ushers and 2 alternates 
and scheduled 12 ushers throughout the year.  

Resources Needed 
 The committee would like a worship arts workshop 

 Partner with other Worship Arts committees  

 Funds to send committee members to conferences 

 Funds to invite guest ministers and speakers 
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Music Subcommittee 
Submitted by Tom Steffens, Music Director 

 
The Music Sub-Committee was formed in November of 2012, with the primary 
goal of making sure our congregation has a music program that would not only 
grow as our congregation grows, but also to assist with the growth of our 
congregation.   

Goals 
To help in the realization of our primary goal, the following specific goals were 
created: 
 
 

 Discuss the creation of a 5 Year plan that would help to guarantee our primary goal 

 Maintain the quality of the Adult Choir through direction, membership and performance 

 Supply music at Sunday services when the Adult Choir is not performing, utilizing not only the 
talents of our present members, but also those of non-congregation members. 

 Create new non-Sunday service related musical experiences for our congregation by starting 
Open Mic & Jam Nights and also presenting concerts by non-congregation related individuals 
and organizations  

 Create a reasonable budget that would support not only our present needs, but also those of 
the next 5 years 

Accomplishments 
The Adult Choir attendance at Sunday services ranges from 18 – 25. Those present are usually split evenly 
between men and women. This year, we have several new members. There are always inquiries from 
other members of the congregation about joining the choir. Along with performing at regular Sunday 
services, the choir has also sung at the Festival of the Voice at the Raue Center in Crystal Lake, performed 
in a successful and well attended Holiday program, were involved in a world premier of a composition 
created especially for Rev. Sean’s installation and took part in the 2013 WACM Concert held at Grace 
Lutheran Church in Woodstock. 
 
The first Open Mic & Jam Night was held in March.  Another was held in May. The initial plan is to hold 
these events quarterly. Attendance at both events was outstanding. The quality of the entertainment was 
also excellent.  There are several entertainers from the events that are now regular attendees at our 
services. 
 
On May 19, the first concert by a non-congregation contemporary jazz quintet took place.  
 
A budget that considered not only present needs, but also future needs was created and submitted to the 
Board for their review. 

Resources Needed 
The Board can support the Music Sub-Committee by supporting all those who perform not only at regular 
Sunday services, but also those who perform at public events at other locations. Their performing will help 
get our Unitarian Universalist Congregation better known to the people of the McHenry area.  We need 
your financial support and also your continued visibility at all events where our congregation’s musicians 
are performing.   


